Online

Teaching files for Phonics

Provides:
- Printable assessments for sounds, word accuracy and reading fluency
- Grouping and tracking grids
- Display files you need to teach word reading: printable Story Green Words and interactive Speedy Green Words files
- A nonsense word-bank for assessment
- Storybook illustrations for comprehension activities and Get Writing! files for new writing activities
- Extensive guidance on teaching handwriting
- One-to-one tutoring support with Professional Development videos.

Storytime and Poetry Time

Provides:
- A canon of beautiful traditional tales, fairy stories and poems with compelling narratives and refrains to read aloud to your whole class outside of the phonics lessons
- Guidance to develop children’s language comprehension, vocabulary, speaking and listening through discussion and role-play related to the stories and poems
- Printable versions of the stories and poems for an adult or older sibling to read aloud to the children at home.